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HARVARD PROJECTIERO:
A FRESH LOOK AT ART EDUCATION

Abstract

Harvard Project Zero is an tnterdisciplinary inquiry into pro-
blems connected with education, understanding, and creativity in the
arts. The Project'conducts basic and applied research, in arts orien-
tation programme, and a summer courie in arts management with the.
HtVard Business School.

,
The chief research activities of the Project are: (1) investiga-

tion of the symbol systems peculiar to the various arts; (2) experi-
mintal analysis of the cognitive and manipulative skills constitutive
of different arts'and media; and (3) testing and development of methods
of nurturing and improving artistic abilities.

The ultimate goal is improvement in art education at all levels:
children, adults, artists, aUdiences, and management. This implies

not only researches into symbol systems, perceptual and motor skills,
and problem solving in the arts but also practical criticism of the
teaching methods, programmeLand_ presentations of institutions con-
cerned with the arts such as schools,,museums, universities, and other
organizations.

,
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-
These aim and activities are diicussed relative to some popular

misconceptions about the nature of art and thepsychological processes
involved. Espetially prejudicial is;the tendency to vievescience as

. the realm of truth, facts, and understanding versus art as the realm

'of subjectivity and emotion.

Three related,studies in music are described as illustrating
the sorts of conceptual, psychologital and curricular researches
currently underway.

V.A. Howard (Ph.D. Indiana, 1965) is Associate Professor of
Philosophy and Head, Philosophy Department, Althouse College of
Education, University of Western Ontario. During 1969-70 he spent

a postdoctoral year as Research Associate with Harvard Project

Zero. He has published articles oh anthropological theory, phil-
osophy of education, and musical aesthetics. He is also a lieder

and opera singer.
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Under the wry title, "Project Zero"1, faculty and graduate students

in education, philosophy, psychology, mathematics and music at Harvard

are confronting the basic problems of education for the arts.2 Initiated

by the Harvard Graduate School of Education in 1967 and funded by grants

from the National Science Foundation, the Old DOminion Foundation and

the United States Office of Education, Project Zero is an outgrowth of

Director Nelson Goodman'f work on the general theory of symbols which led

to the publication of Languages of Art (Indianapolis. Bobbs-Merrill, 1968).

1. Back round: The Theor Of.:§12.1201.

Everywhere our experience is mediated by linguistic and non-linguis-

tic symbols; that is, things used to "stand for" or refer to other things

and requiring interpretation to be understood. Each morning, for example,

I survive a numbar of complex symbol situations with a minimum of confusion.

I read a newspaper before leaving mv apartment (warmly designated "401").

Invariably, I p4ss the familiar "1" elevator button, and on my Way out

check a mail s14 labelled "V.A.Howard" without ever finding myself in it.

Thereupon I cre s the street dutifully between two white stripes promising

a measure of (legal) safety. I wait at a designated spot for a bus marked

1-
........

For purposes of writing this report, permission was granted to quote or

paraphrase from a collection of unpublished memoranda (hereafter cited as

"P-0" or "internal memorandum") compiled by Nelson Goodman, Howard Gard-

ner, David Perkins and Paul Kolers. These records are not available for

public distribution. Wherever possible, references are to works published

or in press. .

2Presently there are twelve part-time research associates and assistants

connected with the Project. Several are proficient in one or more of the

artsc and all have special research competencies ranging from applied mathe-

matics and computer techniques to developmental psychology, philosophical

analysis, and logic. The group also includes a musicologist and a special-

ist in the photographic arts. Individuals from schools, museums, and other

universities and divisions of Harvard are associated with the Project as
consultants or guest lecturers on special topics.



"Harvard Squarewhich,,for those acquainted with the scene, says

something about its passengers as well as its destination.

Carrying out this ante meridiaWroutine depends in no small way up-

on my ability, and that of others, to understand and use various kindi of

symbols. The white stripes in the street do not "speakto me in the

same way as. my newspaper, the label on my mail slot, or the driver of

the bus. Nothing says "Hurry up!".quite like a bus driver, not even my

watch. A sign over the exit ordering "Watch.your step!" speaks to me of

similar things as the white stripes but again, not in the same way.

The essential task of a general theory of symbols is to develop a

complete taxonomy of all the kinds of symbolic reference. Words are used

to command, inform, or express to make war or make love. Electrocardiograms

show the pattern of heart beats, and novels the patterns of lives. Portraits

represent persons and usually express somethino about them. Scores indicate

what pitches to play and scripts what lines to deliver.

Assuming, then, relative ease in recognizing media and most of their

messages, what are the symbolic differences between media? What, for in-

stance, distinguishes.a picture from a paragraph, graphic representation

from linguistic description? It cannot be enough to say that one is in

colour and the other in print if only because my typewriter will print

in two colours (assuming black to be a "colour"). .The symbolit structure

of media is a matter of their referential use to represent things, ex-

press feelings, issue warnings, deseribe situations, exemplify formal

properties -- all the things that poems and white stripes, number "1"

buttons, and portraits normally do.

In tanstagesourt, Nelson Goodman analyses media in terms of the
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"domination of certain specific characteristics of symbols" (LA, p.264).

In literature, for example, the medium is grouped into characters (letters

and words), so that for.any two characteri.of the languager, a 'given ut-

terance or written inicription can be determined io belong to at most

one of.them.

A symbol schema having this property is said to be "syntactically

articulate" (LA, pp.152-153.). Standard mustc notation is similarly

articulate, consisting also of an array of disjoint characters (auarter

notes, half rests, etc.). Paintings, on the other hand, differ markedly

from natural languages a,i1 notations in that chips and bits of colour are

not unambiguouslY assignable_to defintte characters in a syntactically ar-

ticulate schema like, say, the alphabet. This lack of articulation is called

°Syntactic density" p.136), and is a.dittinguishing feature of many

of the Wmbol systems of the so-called "plastic" arts. Venus on Botticelli's,

-,halfshell may have character, but she is not syntactically assignable to

a character.

Traditional music notation differs from natural language in being

for the most Part semantically as well as syntactically articulate. That

is, within limits, none of the compliance classes of characters (in this

case, sounded pitches corresponding to the .notation) tn the system interii

sect; and a pitch by any other name still sounds the same (C#, Db). Class

intersection and inclusion is a conipicuous and highly desirable feature

of all natural languages, however, making possible both the economy and

generality of linguistic communication. Thus,.while music notation is

both syntactically and semantically articulate, English is syntactically

articulate and semantically dense. Paintings, unlike descriptions, belong
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to symbol systems that are both gentactically and semantically dense.

So too does music considered as sound event, even though Western music makes

frequent use of notations having the exact.opposite properties.

If, for a moment, we think in the old-fashioned way of aesthetic

experience as essentially "semiotic", it behooves us to strike for clari-

ty'on both sides of the transaction between symbols and people, in syntac-

tics and semantics as well as pragmatics. The theory of symbols focuses

on the nature and relations between symbol systems, thus-opening tht way

for the psychological study of their learning and use in artistic contexts

Once we possess a satisfactory taxonomy of the symbol syttems of art, we

are in a superior position to broach such questions as: What are the

psychological conditions for the understandieg and production of art? Are

there certaieskills" constitutive of proficiency in the arts? If so,

how can we identify them; and once we have, how can-they §e "taught°?

Can they be taught at all? Perhaps proficiency in art is a matter of Pla-

tonic inspiration after all. Or, as seems more likely, do the arts draw

upon the ordinary range of cognitive and motor abilities possessed by

most pe6le? What constitutes a "problem" in the arts? How does a problem

differ from Otask"? Are the solutions of artistic problems anything like

the solutions of scientific problemsb sky, in the ways in which they are

generated? These are but a few of the questions the staff of Project Zero

is attempting tolrefine and answer.

2. Formynd: F,actorLAffecting the UndevItknlinulyroductiolof Art

The principal research tasks of the Project are: (1) to analyse and .

classify the types of symbol systems and symbolic reference characteristic
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the requisite abilities for art art drastically different from those

required by the sciences. Both art and science call upon the same funda-

mental human capacities to recognize auditory and visual patterns, Per-

ceive rhythm and symmetry, use language, and develop motor skil/s. Nor

is it taken for granted that the arts are all alike. On the contrail,

it seems that certain areas of the arts are more like some aspects of

science than other arts both in regard to the abilities and types of
0

symbol systems involved. In terms of what a composer does with notation,

he gay have more in common with a logician than a sculptor. And should

it turn out that artists are divinely inspired after all, there is fie.

reason to suppose the gift to be withheld from scientists, though we may

wish to reserve judgment regarding technologists.

Among the results of the philosophical analysis of art symboliim,

is a series of regulative insights casting doubt on some common assump-

tions.about the arts. The compilers of an internal memorandum put

the matter this way:

Perhaps the most pervasive misconceptions construe art.as a
matter of immediate experience, emotion, and values in contrast
with science as a matter of inference, cognition, and fact. The
conclusion is drawn eithet that the arts are unteachable or that
methods for teaching immediate awareness, feeling1 4ndcsaPprec1at1on
should be sought. This line of thinking seems to us.wrbng in
its Conception of the arts, in its tacit identification of education
with teaching, and in each of its alternative conclusions. In

part, it.derives from venerable but untenable epistemological dich-
otomies: the "given" or immediate versus the inferred or mediate,
the.emotive versus,the cognitive. In part, it derives from iso-
lating the functions of understanding and evaluation from one
another, and absurdly assuming that while understanding is ulti-
mate for science, "appreciation" is ultimate,for ort.(P-0, p.7).

Vis-a-vis the curious tendency to overrate aesthetic "value" and

feeling at the expense of cognition ond understandine, Project Zero



tentatively subscribes to the following:

(1) That rather than being opposed, art and science are alike

in aiming at understanding, though in different ways and via a variety

of symbol systems, linguistic and non-linguistic. The symbol systems

of art and science share many syntactic and semantic features cutting

across naive divisions between art and science based upon simplis

conceptions of their respective aims, fields of reference, or methods.

(2) That "appreciation" and pleasurable feelings are subsidiary

to the central function of art as of science which is to increase our

understanding of the world through a perceptual grasp of symbols and

their referents. Like the products of,scielce, Ilorks of art call for

interpretatjon, not mere passive emotional attehitance.

Related hereis the view that like'appreciation, "evaluation" in

the sense of rank ordering of works in point of ther "merit" is subsid-

iary and best treated as an entree to understanding them. An alternative

is to consider appreciation and evaluation as themselves cognitive

activities implying conceptual and perceptual skills amounting to connoit-

seurship in specific areas. Either,way seems preferable to thinking of

them as pleasurable-response-plus-ranking-procedure as in happily listing

race winners at the track.

(3) Preoccupation with aesthetic value judgments has the tendency

to divert attention away from the symbol systems and psychological pro-

cesses of art to the search for fixed standards of judgment on the one

hand and to misguided attempts to "justify" art itself on the other.

When'such standards are located within art works (e.g., 'good' means

'exemplary of style X'), the result is ethnocentric, or at best, ex post



facto pronouncements of little cognitive insight. Similarly obnoxious

are attempts to justify art from without, say, by its "social value" -

by its capacity to brighten our days, alleviate tensions, sublimate

hostilities, and, in general, to sooth our savage breasts. However

desirable such effects mit turn out to be, they do not justify art but

only suggest its calculated use as a social conditioner and palliative

of psychological pains.

These and other issues deserve extended treatment. However, this

selection of operative hunches is presented here, without supporting

arguments, mainly to indicate the orientation and conceptual organization

of the Project.

The second general aim of Project Zero is to study the human psycho-

logical and manual processes involved in the arts. According to the in-

ternal memorandum:

One of the'major questions the Project seeks to answer is whether
the linguistic-nonlinguistic distinction has psychological sig-
nificance, whether different information processing skills are neces-
sary to deal with such different symbol systems and to produce
effective art within them. This conjecture receives some unex-
pected.support from the work of physiologists (especially Sperry,
1964) showing how certain brain damages destroy linguisth ab-
ility while leaving non-linguistic functions unimpaired. Em-

phasis on the distinction between the linguistic and the non-
linguistic not only raises interestbg questions about transfer
of learning between and within the two realms, but tends to
focus attention upon non-linguistic symbol systems -- kinesthe-
tic, gestural, graphic, etc. -- which as compared with language
have been very little studied. Thus the Project has considered
Brown and Krauss' work on children's coding abilities (Krauss,
1968), Bruner's work on infant development of manual behavior
(1968), and in general questions of motor learning and its
interaction with other abilities. (P-0, p. 17)

Researches in these areas are grouped according to whether they

deal with so-called "simple processes" which tend to be one-sense-one-
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task in nature, like the scanning activity of the eye in visual' _

perception; "complex processes" involvirg more than one sense and
t.

utilizing previously learned behavior such as reading, style detection,

and the learning and modificatton of-routines; or "perception of

patterns prominent in the arts" which, like rhythm or symmetry, occur in

differentarts and can be either simple or complex.3

Under simple processes, work thus far focuses on "depth cues" in

line drawings (Perkins, 1968) and apparent motion as in film Affects where

the visual apparatus supplements the sequential presentation of neighboring

objects to produce the illusion of smooth motion fron onset to offset

(Kolers, 1964). Perkins' study of the angles at which three radiating

lines are perceived as a "cubic corner" suggests the possibility of Paral-

lel studies of depth cues provided by differences in colour and texture

independently of identification of whole objects. Similar studies of

"directional" and other fundamental properties of auditory stimuli are

contemplated.

Among complex processes, several studies of "style" detection

and transformation.have been conducted (Gardner, 1969 a, b, c). These,

have to do with children's ability to reproduce a style of story tel-

ling or to recognize style similarities in an array of paintings of

varying pictorial content. Experiments by Kolers and Perkins (1969)

on reading attempt to delimit and determir 'he effects of well developed .

linus ic ski 1 the correct reading ot texts mutilated by inversions,

The popular expression "simple processes" is misleading in the suggestion
of atomic or non-complex psychological processes. The contrast between
simple and complex processes is employed here merely to indicate the
hierarchical inclusion of some processes within the relativoly broader
scope of others. For example, visual scanning is a prominent featurein
the perception of whole objects. "Ubiquitous" versus "special" processes
is.another, though hardly better, rubric.

12
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letter alternations, and other transformations. B. W. White's study

(1960) of the recognition of melodies subjected to linear and non-linear

transformations undertahs a similar analysis of auditory strategies Used

'to identify familiar tunes.

-.Rhythm. and symmetry are the two most conspicuous patterns Prominent

in the arts mediating between simple.and complex processes.. Both are

manifested glObally and sub-globally in aesthetic contexts ranging from

music and architecture to landscape"gardening. The experimental liter-

ature here is more extensive but much in need of conceptual clarification.

Symmetry is frequently confused with simplicity in the literature,4 and

most general definitiont of rhythm are metaphorical (e.g., "the whole

feeling of movement in musie)5. Presently, stafflembers are exploring

the logical possibilities of improved rhythm notation to *facilitate em-
.

pirical Studies. Worthy of note in connection with rhythm and symmetryhare

W. R. Garner's CArdies of the perception and learning of temporal pat-

terns. ,Among other intriguing things, Garner reports that, "...the im-

mediate use of responding doesenot interfere with thelearning of a

pattern...nor does it facilitate learning"(1968, p.109). This raises

questions about the scope and limits of the "feedback loop" in sensory-

motor systems investigated by Held (1963, 1965). Work is also underway

to devise a mathematical standard of pictorial symmetry focusing on sub-

jects' ability to recognize, reproduce, and reorganize symmetric patterns.

41-1711-aTiiiTrIT968r,-Prllished "Report on Symmetre.

SHarvard Dictionary of Music, second, edition, Cambridge, Massachusetts:
The e nap Press of Harvard Univeriity Press, 1969, p. 729, Rhythm,
Column 1.

13



A connecting thread uniting these special inquiries is a persistent

interest in the significance of °routines" or habitual patterns of

problem solving in the arts. If practice makes perfect, it can also make

rigour unto mortis. Thus it is of ,considerable bearing to determine how

and inwhat ways deliberately entrenched behavioral patterns can contri-

bute to or inhibit performance in the arts. Among other misleading con-

sequences of an overweening stress on inspirational, grace-like "creati-

vity" is the discouraging notion that anything like rational decision .

procedures or a "logic of discovery" is absent Sf not impossible in art.

But it:appears that heuristic, problem solving routines are as much a part

of original, imaginative, and even rebellious work in art"as in science.'

oust what part remains to be seen.

The tOrd major.interest of Project Zero in the methods of art edu-

cation presupposes and is an outgrowth of the foregoing considerations.

The heuristic routines of mature artists, though interesting in themselves,

may or may not be sufficient to develop the artistic skills of children or

neophyte adults. Accomplished musicians, for instance, may continue to

hone their talents on the same set of exercises throughout their careers,

but presumably "My Summer Holidays" is a dispensable seasonal exercise for

mature literary. artists. Hence, interest in art education -- that is, in

the methods of conveying and acquiring facility in and understanding of

art -- emerges as a natural corollary'of the study of the symbol systems

and psychological processes of art. SupPosing some knowledge of the latter,

the question arises, "What are the best methods for oeveloping those

skills of problem settirg and solving, of decision making and discoverY
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in the different media of art whether paint, print, sound, gesture, or

stone?" The question is impossibly vague unless cast against the back-

'ground, first, of extensive analytical efforts to understand what is

presupposed in asking it; and second, of attempts to establish experi-

mental parameters relative to specific, clearly defined tasks.

It is singularly unprOductive to speak of teaching creativity, in-

spiration, intuition, or even appreciation. We are not required to teach

genius how to be ingenious or to prescribe precise routes to wholly

emotional end-states. Useful results are more likely forthcoming from

an analysis in art contexts of (1) general teaching "methods" like task

setting, prescribing procedure, informing, inciting, evaluating, illus.-

trating, and the like; and (2) aspects of the art educational environ-

ment such as stress' on control and discipline,versus permissiveness, be-
,

coming aware of one's limitationsiand strengths, the relative merits of

display -- perhaps even imitation -- versus concealment of the instruc-

tor's work, the relevance of historical information, examples, and so ,

on. An increasing amount of attention is being directed to theSe and

other aspects of art education, including various testing devices em-

ployed by teachers to detect artistic potential.

If,this approach to the problems of art education should appear

unduly cold-blooded, the alternative is to abandon efforts at a scien-

.tific understanding Of art. tcientific understanding is of course no

substitute for art or aesthetic response, and one suspects detractors of

tumbling into the "reproductive fallacy" -- that is, of supposing that

explanations must somehoW reproduce direct experience of the things they

explain (Rudner, 1966), Einstein's famous remark about the relation of

,.

15
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physics to ordinary experience is opposite, namely, it is not the

purpose of science to recreate the taste of the soup.

In addition to these research activities, Project Zero also spon-

sors a series of arts orientation programs. Planned in consultation with

professional artists, presentations are designed to acquaint staff mem-

bers and audiences of teadhers, educationists, and the general public

with the special problems and decision procedures peculiar to an art

form.6 This is another area in which research is facilitated by feedback

'from artists and their audiences,

In July 1970,,the Harvard Summer School Institute in Arts Administra-

tion was initiated in cooperation with the Hervardlusiness School. Utinq

the case analysis method, courses focus on: basic management subjects;

administration of arts organizations such.es museums, civic art centers,

theatre companies, orchestras, and thellike; and the effects on manage-

ment of artistic concerns. The arts orientation and administration pro-

grams fill'out the full range of Project Zero's concern with Art edute...--

tion for artists, audiences, and management.

'6.Lecture-performances in the,1969-70 Arts Orientation Series include:

°Still Photography" by Alfred Guzzetti, Assistant Professor of Edw..
tion and Visual Studies, Harvard Graduate School of Education.
"The Director Who Chooses" by George Hamlin, Loeb Drama Center.
"HoW Does a Poem Protett Itself?" by Professor I.A.Pichards, Harvard
University, ,

"Dance Makingi A Lecture-PerforMance in Modern Dante" by Anne Tolbert and

the,Dance Cirtle'Company.
"Mimp. Mask and ContrarMask" by Jacques linoq, Director, School of Mime
and Theatre MOvemeht, Paris.
"From Sign to Sound" byAeon Kirchner, Professor of Music, Harvard Myer-.
sity,

16



3. Musical Postscrta

Four studies in music recently begun by staff members are suffi-

ciently far along to permit summary description. All are tentative,

subject to radital revision, and merely illustrative of particular musi-

cal interests of staff members.

Mrs. J. Bamberger (1969) is investigating some relations between no-
.

tation, perception and learning in mimic. For lack of systems of.nota-

don, much of the world's music reveals n.o._.separation of composition and

performante. In lteu-of-eitore, extempt J.iiiitifortnances involving pre-

'selpttchei and durations appear,t) be q erned itaurally derived "rulei"

or habits. These are acquired by listenitI to many pieces exemplifying

certain generalized ',structures: "the order in which phrases occur, the

relationships between phrases (ending, preparation,:climax), the general

pitch shape within phrases,, togetherwith certain points of Oeference,

like beginning.and ending formulas' (p.3). This suggests "a kind of

learning'where myriad tunes are reduced to,fewer structural designs,-.-

abstract, lOwtys operational, generative principles for the inventionof

more tunes"(p.3). While such learning proceises tend to.disappear with

the advent of notational systems, it is plausiblelo hypothesize that

much Of a chiA's "untaught" musical development proceeds in a stmilar

fashion, ratherlike language learning, "through imitation to comprehen-

sion and production"(p.4). In testing for the presence of an "integrated

grammar" of music, Mrs Bamberger found that "the first two phases of

development seem to happen with little formal intervention. The third does

not. However, in some informal experimentsle.g. asking 6 to 8 year old

children to continue an.unfinished melody), I found bhat the capacity is
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often present but Unused" (p.5). These specu,lations suggest at least

two things: first, that far greater attention should be paid to early;

informal learning processes in music. Secondly, they provide a model

of musical learning inverting the usual priorities between learning /

notation and the auditory apprehension of generalized configurations,

particularly in the early stages of musical development.

D.A. Freundlich Ii969) takes a "cognitive-developmental" approach

to problems of musical perception which in part stresses the psycholog-

ical significance for music of the theory of symbols. "In language, all

of the levels except the semantic are subsidiary. Phonetics, phonemics,

morphemics, and grammar are transparent, and we focus on what we're talk-,

ing about, which is the semantic content. In music, on the other hand,

it is syntax itself that is focal. We see through acoustic and theoreti-

cal levels of Organization and focus on the.fiow and sequence of the

music. ThuS,a crucial difference between language and music is.at

the ievel of 'hanging things togethee4.which is,subsidiary ttranspa-

rent) in language.and focal in music" (pp.9-10). sAn,adequate develop-

mental psychology of music recognizes the autonomy On Bamberger's sense)

of musical.perception. It will avoid reducing ii either to acquisition

seriatim of the various items of conventional music theory,,or to acoUs-
'

tical phenoflend such as pitch discrimination, intensity discrimination,

rhythm, and timbre: Rather, "in our interaction with a piece of music,

we begin by making contact with global, diffuse.aspects of the music, and

develop inwards toward more specific and articulated aspects of the music"

(p.5). This is another way of stressing the non-artiCulate, "dense"

charactee of music as an auditory stimulus. From a developmental stand-
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point, the density of symbol systems presupposes the ability to re-

cognize a range of Piagetitin "potentialities" or alternate inter-

pretive possibilities ascribable to a symbol. The development of this

capacity at different hierarchical levels in children, mature listen-

ers, and musicians would seem to be a presupposition also of "information

theories" of musical.meaning such as L.B. Meyer's (1956) where the abil-

ity,to detect deviation from norms typical of a giVen style or period

is considered so essential a part of the significance of music.

From the standpoint of the theory of symbols, the author is inves-

tigating expression by musical works of non-musical properties and

qualities, e.g., "sad", "ferocious", "nostalgic", "hovering", "soaring'',

etc. 7 Previous efforts to conceptually analyse expression by.music can

be conveniently grouped under three headings:" Soft Formalismwhich argues

that statements like "This music expresses sadness" are reducible to

metaphorical descriptions of the form "This music is sad" intended to

elucidate literally ineffable structural features; Hard Formalism which

holds that.all such locutions are low-level, ambiguous proxies for the liter-

al language of music theory and dispensable, with.training, in favour

of the latter: and the Iconic Sign Theory which construes metaphorical

description generally and expression particularly as.elliptical literal

simile via the mechanism of the iconic sign. In other words, the music

is sad because it is "morphologically" like or similar to feelings

of sadness. ,

Against these interpretations it is argued that Soft Formalism

V.A. Howavd, "On Musical Expression", pritietics
in press.
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fails to explain metaphorical posspssion of expressed properties,

and does.not distinguish which among innumerable metaphorical proper-

ties pf music are expressed: a piece mipht be described as an "old war horse"

not for any of its musical features but because of its frequent perfor-

mance. Hard Formalism errs in ignoring the fact that metaphor is ubiq-

uitous in linguistic description, including music-theoretic contexts, and

in hastily assuming that metaphorical'descriptions can'tell us nothing

about musical structures that literal descriptions could not tell.us bet-

ter. The Icoetc Sign Theory mistakenly presupposes that "morphological

similarity" implies a denoting Sign relation between music and other men-

tal or physical processes (that whatever expresses also asserts);and

that such similarities, anteceetly preceived, explain our use of meta-

phors in describing music, whereas just the opposite case (that metaphors

may oenerate perceived similarities) is equally plausible.

A more satisfactory alternative is the Exemplification Theory which
8

restricts expression to a subset of metaphorical exemplification. A

musical work expresses only those metaphorical properties possessed

and referred to by the work as a symbol of a certain kind; that is, solely

as music.

Inasmuch as metaphor aids in delimiting structural features', the

theory shows how we may be led anew to the music by Metaphor rather than

away from it.

Also under way is a study of the less common phenofflenon of musical

ir-7171fTC;ExiTOrTT; reference from an object to a term denoting that ob-
ject. For example, a coloured patch functioning as a sample of blmg both

refers to and is denoted by that term. Exemplification can be.literal or
metaphorical depending uPon whether the term exemplified applies literal-
ly, as in the case of the coloured patch, or metaphorically, as in
speaking.of a blue mood. See LA, pp, 50-67.

2-0
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denoting. This includes musical representation where denoting oi par-

ticular things or events (when it occurs) is unaccompanied by i,score

in standard notation as in electronic mimic; description where, although

a score is involved, the things denoted by the music are ambiguously de-

'noted (e.g., Debussy's La Mer); and naming where notated themes are re-

coverable from the objects denoted (e.g., Wagner's Sword Motifcor

musical names).

Harvard University

The University of Western Toronto
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Harvard Project Zero is A. basic research program at the Harvard
Graduite School of Education. Its originel charge was to study creation
and comprehension in the arte, and means toward better art education.
A prime Objective throughout the Project's history has been to provide
a sound.theoritical-and experimental bees for effective education of
artists and audiences. The.Project began in:the fan: of 1967 in'response
to the frank admission that, however much is known about how to educate
ih-science and how to evaluate scientific work, practically nothtig is,
known about the underlying principles of-how to teach and evaluate in 4t.
From that challenging "zero" the Project took its name and tasks. Our
research methods include rigorous,conceptual analy.le, investigation of
relevant literature, design.end execution of key experiments in psychology
and other fields, visits to arts education,institutions, and.application
of results to proposing and assessing prograte-in art education.

Project founder and former director Nelson Goodman's book Languages
of Art (Hobbs-Merrill, 1968) has provided important direction in our effort'
to isolate and investigate.basic skills. ,This work sets forth a "theory
of syMbols," a broad treatment^'of elements .of communication, embracing words,

gestures; diagrams, paintiege, poems, musical scores, and so on. -, Almost

all the psychological processes under consideration in.our-atudies of.the'
arts involve extensive operation.with and upon symbols of.various kinds.
These symbols Are not merely. instruments, of communicationi but also instru-
meats of cognition, tools in terms of which the mind deals with the perceptual
,world.

Some of Our,research:has exaiiined the psychological implicatiOns of.
the theoreticaLmodels of syMbol systems introduced in kimumps .of Art.
For instance, one question iswhether different information processing
skills are necessary to produce effeCtive art within linguistic, versus
nonlinguistic, iymbOl systems.- AnOther, ommplementary approach emphasizes
problem solving and search strategies in the moment-to-Moment perception
and production of a work.of art.',How do subjecte seardh for rhyme words,
in poetry or'explore alternative placements of pieces in'collage7 A
favorite means of developing end testing pew models is through:the study
of errors. By using impoveriShed or ambiguous stimuli, assigning-tasks
somewhat toe difficult for a subject, or working with brain-damaged sObjects,
one can elicit patterns of error-making which euggest-hypotheses and-telect,
between alternative-medels of aprocess. These approaches characterize
many of the Project's investigations mentioned.belOw in a list of Project
members'and their particular interests.

Though the development of actual curricula in arts education is,not a
pvimary concerti, the Project does contribute twthe field bf practical
education. Project members have responded to and requests to .

comment on curricula from teadhers in the field. tablishment of Harvard
Summer School's Institute in Arts Administration resulted from the.Project's
reply to ma inquiry from the director of.the Haivard Summer School, and
members of the Project staff cooperated in planning the Institute, in
preparing material, and in the actual teaching. Consideration consultation
has been proyided to schools, museums, television, and a variety of arts
institutions by members Of the Project..

.
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The Project.has also sponsored.a series of lecture-performances in

various media, designed to give the general pUblic and prospective pUblic

School teachers and administrators better insight into and attitudes towards

artists and the arts. As the series title "Art in the Making" suggests, .

the purpose of thi lecture-demonstrations was to reveal something of. the

artist's way of working, rather than to display his products. Inthe

presence of an audience free to ask questions, each artist explored

alternatives, expesed some constraints of his medium, compared his variouA

efforts, and searched for the right effect, choice by choice..

While maintaining a major concern with the arts and art education, the

Project, under its current co-directors, has considerably broadened its field

of inquiry and.now investigates a whole range Of topics in the area of

cognitive psychology. One part of the Project-has focussed particularly

on deVelopmental studies. Anong the topics currently being investigated

are the emergence of syMbolic capacities_during_theifirst years of life;

the development of literary abilities, opeOittp4Wthe- capacity to produce

and appreciate metaphors and stories; Childreii!pundirstandings of the.various

worlds presented on television; the emergence of drawing skills; and the

breakdown of varioui symbol using capacities Ainder vari4us forms of brain.

damage. The other, part of the Project hati'cOndentrated!on studies in the

areas of cognitive and perceptual psychology, one0;hich-utilize boih normal

adult subjects and gifted artist's. Among the topiCs investigated recently

have been critical judgment and the sourest; of-eritical Csigreement,in

adults; the thought processei of professional and amateur poets and painters

in dei/eloping works; the,role of geometric principles in visual perception'

and picture perception Particularly; reasoning about everyday matters and

the logical difficulties people encounter.'

A list of recent papers which can be purchased from the Project

is available upon request.
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